Amateur radio has a lot of room to grow in India. And young Tom Jose, VU2TO, helped plant the seeds of growth by giving a presentation and demonstration of live radio during a recent show in Kerala, India.

Promoting Ham Radio to Youth in India

BY CAROLE PERRY, WB2MGP*

At the 2015 Dayton Hamvention® Youth Forum, we had a special international guest presenter. Then 17-year-old Tom Jose, VU2TO, wowed the audience with his amazing résumé and his stories of helping the police and emergency communications groups in India during disaster situations.

Many of my young presenters continue to stay in touch with me for years after the Dayton Youth Forum. This is one happy, side perk of having moderated the Dayton Youth Forum for the past 29 years. Tom has kept me posted on his visits to schools in his ongoing efforts to introduce ham radio to students in India. His latest communiqué had me beamimg with pride about this young man’s accomplishments.

Tom and his dad, Mr. Jose Jacob, VU2JOS, recently conducted an “awareness” program on ham radio over five days at the JDT Global Edu-connect ’16 Fair in Kerala, India. He forwarded the attached photos and write-up documenting their experiences.

“During the JDT Global Edu-connect ’16, the National Institute of Amateur Radio (NIAR) gave an amateur radio demonstration that was spearheaded by Jose Jacob, VU2JOS, and Tom K. Jose, VU2TO. This was an educational fair organized by the JDT Islam Orphanage and other educational institutions and spread around the large JDT Islam campus at Marikunnun, Kozhikode, Kerala, India, during the week of 10-14 April 2016. Br. Nouri Al Nouri of Kuwait inaugurated the event that featured about 300 stalls from assorted government, private, educational, commercial, and non-governmental institutions from India and.

---
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Tom Jose, VU2TO, stands inside the NIAR booth at the JDT Global Edu-connect ’16 Fair in Kerala India. (All photos courtesy of VU2TO)

Local hams volunteered their time to staff the booth and give live demonstrations of ham radio. Seated here are (from l. to r.) Mr. Sanil, VU3SIO; Mr. Sharoon, KD2AFT; and Tom’s father Jose, VU2JOS.
Understanding, Building & Using Baluns & Ununs
by Jerry Sevick, W2FMI

The successor to the popular and authoritative Baluns and Ununs. Great deal of new tutorial material, and designs not in previous book, with crystal clear explanations of how and why they work.

8.5 X 11 Paperback $19.95
New! CD Version $14.95
Buy both for only $29.95

W6SAI HF Antenna Handbook
by Bill Orr, W6SAI

W6SAI was known for his easy-to-understand writing style. In keeping with this tradition, this book is a thoroughly readable text for any antenna enthusiast, jam-packed with dozens of inexpensive, practical antenna projects that work!

8.5 X 11 Paperback $19.95
New! CD Version $14.95
Buy both for only $29.95

The Quad Antenna
by Bob Haviland, W4MB

Comprehensive guide to the construction, design and performance of Quad Antennas. General Concepts, Circular-Loop & Arrays, Rectangular & Square Loops, Multi-Element Quads and more!

8.5 X 11 Paperback $19.95
New! CD Version $14.95
Buy both for only $29.95

Shipping & Handling: U.S. add $7 for the first item, $3 for the second and $2 for each add’l item. FREE shipping on orders over $100 to one U.S. address. CN/MX-$15 for 1st item, $7 for 2nd and $3 for each add’l. All Other Countries-$25 for 1st item, $10 for 2nd and $5 for each additional. Buy Both—single Item!

Tom Jose, VU2TO, demonstrates a VHF transceiver to a group of children that stopped by the booth.
press covered the fair and provided some exposure to NIAR’s outreach efforts. According to the organizers, approximately 4,000 people visited our booth despite a severe heat wave that struck the area. NIAR is hoping the success of the booth and presentation will draw many new people to become radio amateurs.

I’d like to thank Tom for his report. His efforts in India will help grow our hobby and I hope his example will get others to spread the word. – WB2MGP

Tom discusses all of the activities that ham radio has to offer to a group of women that stopped by the NIAR booth.

Standing room only for Tom’s presentation on ham radio during the JDT Global Edu-connect ’16 Fair. Over 4,000 people attended the fair in Kerala, India, despite record heat.

For 75 years the Young Ladies’ Radio League, Inc. (YLRL) has helped women find their voice in Amateur Radio with members of all ages and interests.

The YLRL sponsors a number of certificates for both YLs and OMs. Members can earn special YL Certificates. *YL-Harmonics* is our bi-monthly publication highlighting what women are doing in Amateur Radio.

YLRL gives out scholarships to YLs each year.

For more information on the YLRL, the current dues amounts, weekly YL Net locations or how to join please go to our website at www.ylrl.org or contact the Publicity Chairwoman, Cheryl Muhr, NØWBV at n0wvb@earthlink.net. All Officer information is also listed both on the website and in each edition of the magazine and you may contact any Officer as well.

With thanks to the OMs who encourage and support us.

Visit us at www.ylrl.org